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Abstract
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responsibilities. Descriptive and multinomial logistic regression analyses are used to examine the
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tEi LauraW. Perna

The RelationshipBetween Family
Responsibilitiesand EmploymentStatus
Among College and UniversityFaculty

Although the participationof mothers in the labor
force is viewed more favorably now than in the past, a substantialproportion of American workers continue to believe that women should
focus their efforts on the home (Bond, Galinsky, & Swanberg, 1997).
For example, surveys by the Families and Work Institute revealed that
41% of employees nationwide agreed in 1997 that men should be the
breadwinnerand women should care for the home and children, down
from 64% in 1977 (Bond, Galinsky, & Swanberg, 1997).
Research suggests that college and university faculty also perceive
tension between work and family roles (Cole & Zuckerman, 1987;
Finkel, Olswang, & She, 1994; Marshall & Jones, 1990; Sorcinelli &
Near, 1989). For instance, from their exploratorystudy of 12 women and
minorities who had made choices about entering academia, Bronstein,
Rothblum, and Solomon (1993) concluded that the concentration of
women in nontenure-trackand part-time positions was due, in part, to
the conflict between career and family demands. Through interviews,
Cole and Zuckerman(1987) found that even the youngest women scientists in their sample, women who had received their doctorates during
the 1970s, encountered individuals who viewed marriage and motherhood to be incompatible with a scientific career.Although Marshall and
Jones (1990) found that the timing of childbearing was unrelated to
salaries and academic rank among female higher education deans, adThe author is grateful for the comments and suggestions of Jeffrey Milem and three
anonymous reviewers.
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ministrators, and counselors, they also found that about two-thirds of
their sample believed that childbearinghad negatively affected their careers, particularlyin terms of their professional advancementand mobility. A survey of tenured and tenure-track faculty at one university
showed that the majority (70%) believed that taking leave after the birth
of a child would be detrimentalto their careers (Finkel et al., 1994).
The lower representationof marriedwomen than single women, and
women with children than childless women, among the nation's college
and university faculty may also suggest the difficulties associated with
fulfilling both family and career responsibilities. Analyses of the 1993
National Study of PostsecondaryFaculty (NSOPF:93) reveal that women
representa smaller shareof marriedthannever marriedfaculty (34% versus 52%) and a smaller share of faculty with childrenthan childless faculty (31% versus 54%). Some research(e.g., Cooney & Uhlenberg, 1989)
suggests that these patterns are similar to those for other professional
women. For example, using 1980 census data, Cooney and Uhlenberg
(1989) showed thatWhite women lawyers, physicians, andpostsecondary
teacherswere substantiallyless likely thanWhite women of the same age
in the general populationto be marriedand have children.Among White
women between the ages of 35 and 39 with at least ten years of marriage,
a substantiallyhigher share of postsecondaryteachersthan of physicians
or lawyers were childless (Cooney & Uhlenberg, 1989).
Although the challenges associated with balancing work and family
roles may not be unique to faculty, these data raise importantquestions
not only about the extent to which marriageand motherhoodmay limit
access to a faculty career in general but also about the specific types of
academic positions that are availableto marriedwomen and women with
children. Of particularconcern is the extent to which married women
and women with children may be concentrated in lower-status faculty
positions. Although the representation of women among college and
universityfaculty has increased since the mid-1970s, the greatestgrowth
has been among part-time and nontenure-trackappointments(Chronister, Gansneder,Harper,& Baldwin, 1997; Lomperis, 1990). While the
number of nontenuredbut tenure-trackfull-time faculty increased between 1976 and 1993 at a faster rate for women than men (22% increase
for women versus 24% decline for men), the greatest growth has been
among non-tenure track appointments. Between 1976 and 1993, the
number of non-tenure track full-time faculty increased by 142% for
women and 54% for men (Chronisteret al., 1997). In part because of
these differential growth rates, analyses of the NSOPF:93 show that
women representeda higher share of full-time, nontenure-trackfaculty
than of full-time, tenure-trackfaculty in fall 1992 (52% versus 43%).
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Although anecdotal evidence (e.g., Flynn, Flynn, Grimm, & Lockhart, 1986; Wilson, 1998) suggests that not all nontenure-trackfaculty
are dissatisfied with their status, many nontenure-trackfaculty may be
considered to be marginal "in the sense that they hope for full integration into academe" (Bowen & Schuster, 1986, p. 65), and because they
represent a lower rung on the hierarchy of academic labor markets
(Youn, 1992). According to Youn (1992), the existence of hierarchies
within the academic labor market contributes to various forms of segmentation including segmentation by job status (e.g., full-time or parttime). Movement from one job status segment to another (e.g., from
part-time to full-time or from nontenure-trackto tenure-track) is restricted, just as is movement from one academic discipline to another
(e.g., from mathematicsto English). Competition among faculty in different segments is limited, thereby permitting inequities among faculty
across segments (Youn, 1992).
This study uses data from the NSOPF:93 to explore the extent to
which the higher observed representationof women among nontenuretrackfaculty (i.e., the lower status positions) is related to family responsibilities after taking into account other variables that are expected to be
related to employment status. Sex differences in the relationship between family responsibilities and employment status are examined and
implications of the findings are discussed.
Theoretical Framework

Although little is known about the relationship between family responsibilities and employment status among college and university faculty, researchershave explored the relationshipbetween family responsibilities and such outcomes as researchproductivityand salaries. From
her comprehensive review and synthesis of prior research, Creamer
(1998) concluded that most research shows no relationship between
maritalstatus and publishing productivityfor women. In fact, some evidence suggests that marriedfaculty are more productive than other faculty after controlling for other differences (Bellas & Toutkoushian,
1999). Some researchers (e.g., Astin & Bayer, 1979; Astin & Davis,
1985) have shown that marriedwomen, and others (e.g., Bellas, 1992;
Hamovitch & Morgenstern, 1977) have shown that married men are
more productive than their single counterpartsof the same sex. The extent to which the occupation of the spouse is related to scholarly productivity is equivocal. Using a national sample of faculty employed at colleges and universities in 1989, Astin and Milem (1997) found that, after
controlling for differences in backgroundandjob-relatedcharacteristics,
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having an academic spouse was associated with higher levels of research
productivity for women but lower levels of research productivity for
men. In contrast,using a sample of faculty employed in the state of Illinois in 1993, Bellas (1997b) found that having an academic partnerwas
unrelated to research productivity after taking into account differences
in other variables.
With regard to the relationship between parentalresponsibilities and
research productivity,Creamer (1998) also concluded from her review
of priorresearchthat the relationshipis ambiguous. She found no significant relationship between having children and publishing productivity
in five of the ten studies reviewed, a positive relationshipin three of the
ten, and a negative relationship in two of the ten. Using a subsample
from the NSOPF:93, Bellas and Toutkoushian(1999) showed that fulltime faculty with dependents had higher levels of research productivity
than full-time faculty without dependents after controlling for differences in sex, race, education, experience, academic field, institutional
type, and allocation of time.
In terms of the relationship between family responsibilities and faculty salaries, Johnson and Stafford (1974), using data from the 1970
National Science FoundationRegister, showed that labor force participation among women faculty was influenced by marital status, husband's earnings, and number of children and that time out of the labor
force for child bearing and child rearing was negatively related to earnings. Whereas Barbezat (1988), after controlling for other variables,
found marital status to be unrelated to the salaries of women and men
faculty in both 1968 and 1977, others have shown that marriedmen faculty received higher salaries than their single male counterpartsin both
1984 (Bellas, 1992) and 1992 (Toutkoushian, 1998). Some research
(Bellas, 1992; Astin & Milem, 1997) suggests that the employment status of the spouse or partneralso matters. Bellas (1992) found that men
faculty with nonemployed wives averaged higher salaries than men faculty with employed wives even after controlling for education, experience, productivity, rank, institutional characteristics, and academic
field. Astin and Milem (1997) found that, after controlling for differences in background and job-related characteristics, having an academic spouse was associated with higher salaries among women faculty
but lower salaries among men faculty. Some research (Barbezat, 1988)
indicates that men faculty, but not women faculty, with children receive
higher salaries.
In one of the few examinations of the relationshipbetween family responsibilities and employment status, Ferberand Hoffman (1997) found
that neither the probability of being employed at a research or doctoral
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university nor the probabilityof holding the highest rank of full professor were related to such measures of household responsibilities as geographic distance from the currentpartner,number of years spent with
partners, level of education of partners,number of years partners employed at the same institution, numberof children, and numberof years
children spent in the household among women faculty employed at colleges and universities in the state of Illinois in 1993.
Prior research has drawn upon two perspectives to examine gender
equity issues in academic employment: human capital and structural.
According to humancapital theory, an individual's status and rewardsin
the academic labor market are determinedprimarily by his or her productivity. Productivityis expected to be determinedby the investments
that individuals make in themselves, particularlythe quantity and quality of their education and the amountof their on-the-job training,as well
as their geographic mobility, their motivation and intensity of work, and
their emotional and physical health (Becker, 1962, 1993).
Some economists have argued that family responsibilities influence
investment in human capital, continuity of labor force participation,
types of employment sought, and level of commitment to the job
(Becker, 1985; Polachek, 1977). Even today family responsibilities continue to be borne primarilyby women (Bond et al., 1997). For example,
a 1997 national survey of workers in a variety of occupations showed
that marriedemployed women spent more time than marriedemployed
men caring for their children and engaging in household chores on both
workdays and non-workdays(Bond et al., 1997).
With regardto the accumulationof human capital, an individual who
is out of the labor force because of family responsibilities is not acquiring additional on-the-job experience and may even be losing some previously acquired job skills (Becker, 1993). Korenman and Neumark
(1991) noted that most priorresearchhas concluded that childrenreduce
wages indirectly by reducing labor force participationand the "accumulation of human capital"(e.g., experience) ratherthan by directly reducing productivity.Arguing that prior estimates may be biased, however,
Korenmanand Neumark(1991) concluded that childrenmay directly reduce women's wages and that, because of this reduction in wages,
women reduce their participationin the labor market.Regardless of the
direction of causality, women with children appearto average lower levels of experience.
Family responsibilities may also reduce geographic mobility. Research has shown that women are less mobile than men (Marwell,
Rosenfeld, & Spilerman, 1979; Rosenfeld & Jones, 1987). For example,
women have been found to be more likely than men to remain in the
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geographic area where they attended graduateschool and to be concentrated in larger urban areas where, presumably,the probability of both
partners finding satisfactory employment is higher (Marwell et al.,
1979; Rosenfeld & Jones, 1987). The advantagesof geographic mobility
are evidenced by research showing that faculty who are more mobile receive higher salaries (Astin & Bayer, 1979; Smart& McLaughlin, 1978;
Kasten, 1984), are more likely to hold tenure trackpositions (Rosenfeld
& Jones, 1987), and tend to hold higher academic rank (Marwell et al.,
1979) than other faculty.
Family responsibilities may also be related to the level of motivation
and intensity of work. Human capital theorists (e.g., Becker, 1985) predict that, comparedwith men and single women, marriedwomen pursue
less demandingjobs, such as part-time and nontenure-trackpositions,
because household responsibilities require more effort than leisure and
other nonmarket activities and, consequently, they have less energy
available for marketwork. In other words, differences in household responsibilities are expected to be associated with differences in motivation and intensity of work and are expected to lead to occupational segregation by sex (Becker, 1985).
Marriageand parentingresponsibilities may also influence emotional
and physical health.As Tack and Patitu(1992) observed from their comprehensive review of the predictors of job satisfaction among women
and minority faculty, "life-style stressors"(e.g., child care, parent care,
physical and mental health) likely have a stronger impact on women
than men because of societal expectations about the priority women
should place on their families. Some (Austin & Pilat, 1990) have speculated that women may also feel greater stress and pressure than men in
their attemptsto balance work and family responsibilities because of the
physical demands of pregnancy,childbirth,and early parenthood.
Household responsibilities and children's problems have been shown
to be more importantsources of stress for women faculty than for men
faculty (Dey, 1994). Among full-time tenure-trackfaculty at one university, 28% more women than men reported experiencing at least one of
the following conflicts between work and child care: avoiding overnight
conferences because of child care demands, bringing a child to the university, delaying promotionor tenure because of child care responsibilities, or being unavailable to attend a function at the child's school because of work demands (Riemenschnieder & Harper, 1990). About
two-thirdsof women faculty, but only one-thirdof men faculty, reported
feeling overwhelmed trying to meet both child care and employment demands (Riemenschnieder& Harper,1990). Findings from anothersingle
institution study suggest that women faculty are as involved with their
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work as men, but that women are more likely than men to forego leisure
activities in order to satisfy work-relateddemands (Sorcinelli & Near,
1989).
Despite the popularity of human capital theory for explaining differences in labor market experiences, some economists and sociologists
have noted the limitations of this theory (DeYoung, 1989; Dreijmanis,
1991). Such critics argue that "focusing on the supply of human skills to
explain economic inequality and lack of productivity is a theoretical
mistake" (DeYoung, 1989, p. 155). Among the limitations is the inability of humancapital theory to adequatelyexplain the lower returnsto educational investments among women and minorities (DeYoung, 1989).
Based on her examination of the relationship between time out of the
labor force and occupational choice, England (1982) concluded that
"humancapital theory has not generated an explanation of occupational
sex segregation that fits the evidence" (p. 358). Contraryto the predictions of human capital theory, England's analyses of data from the National Longitudinal Survey showed that women with more continuous
employment histories or plans were no less likely than other women to
work in predominantlyfemale occupations, the presumablylower-status
occupations. In a test of Becker's (1985) assertion that women seek less
demandingjobs and devote less effort to theirjobs than men, Bielby and
Bielby (1988) found that, after controlling for household responsibilities, earnings, andjob responsibilities, women actually allocate more effort to their work than men.
Social scientists interested in the issues of social inequality and
poverty have responded to the inadequacies of human capital theory by
developing structuralor institutionalapproachesto understandinglabor
markets(Youn, 1988). This perspectiveof labor marketexperiences generally emphasizes the effects of the attributesof the organizationswith
which individualsare connected, particularlythe influence of the characteristics of the colleges and universitiesin which they were trainedand in
which they work, including these institutions'financial resources, tenure
system, academic governance,and collective bargainingagreements.
Structuralmodels posit that sex differences in the labor marketexperiences of faculty are attributableto the segregation of women in the
types of institutions, academic fields, and work roles that have lower
prestige and value (Smart, 1991). For example, Sorenson (1989) found
that 20% of the national male-female wage difference in 1983 for all occupations, not just for faculty or higher education positions, was attributable to occupational segregation by sex after controlling for personal
characteristics(e.g., tenure on the job, educational attainment,and fullor part-time status), characteristics of the occupation (e.g., education
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and trainingrequiredto performthe job and working conditions), and attributes of the firm (e.g., geographic region, union status, size of firm,
and major industry category). In higher education, the average salaries
of faculty in institutions and disciplines with higher proportions of
women have also been found to be lower than the average salaries of faculty in institutions and disciplines with smaller proportions of women
(Barbezat, 1988; Bellas, 1994, 1997a; Smart, 1991).
Research Method
Although researchers have examined the effects of marital and
parental status on research productivity and salaries, little is known
about the relationship between family responsibilities and the employment status of faculty. Given the recent growth in nontenure-trackpositions, such research is particularlytimely. Because some (e.g., Smart,
1991) have concluded that substantialresearchsupportsthe appropriateness of both human capital and structuralapproachesto academic labor
markets,this study draws upon both perspectives to explore the following researchquestions:
1. Are family responsibilities related to the employment status of
women and men junior faculty after controlling for differences in
human capital and structuralcharacteristics?
2. To what extent arejunior faculty satisfied holding nontenure-track
positions?
Sample
Data from the NSOPF:93 are used to address the research questions.
Sponsored by the U.S. Departmentof Education's National Center for
Education Statistics, the NSOPF:93 is designed to provide a national
profile of faculty, particularly with regard to their professional backgrounds, responsibilities, workloads, salaries, benefits, and attitudes.In
the first stage of the two-stage sample selection, 974 public and private
nonproprietary higher education institutions were selected and 817
agreed to participate.In the second stage, approximately42 faculty and
instructional staff were selected from each participatinginstitution. A
total of 25,780 questionnaireswere returnedby the 31,354 faculty and
instructionalstaff who were sampled. For additional details on the survey methodology, refer to Kirshstein,Matheson, and Jing (1997).
The sample used in this research is limited to junior faculty whose
primaryresponsibility is teaching. Juniorfaculty are defined as individuals with faculty status who hold tenure-trackor nontenure-trackposiThis content downloaded from 165.123.108.243 on Fri, 16 Oct 2015 20:57:16 UTC
All use subject to JSTOR Terms and Conditions
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tions. Tenuredfaculty and faculty who work at colleges and universities
that do not have a tenure system are excluded from the sample.
The NSOPF:93 weight (WEIGHT) is appropriatefor approximating
the population of college and university faculty from the sample. To
minimize the influence of large sample sizes and correct for the nonsimple random sample design on standarderrors,each case is weighted
by the NSOPF:93 weight divided by the average weight for the sample
(average weight = 37.72). The adjustedweighted sample includes 6,505
cases and represents245,382 junior faculty nationwide.
Variables
The hypothesized predictors of employment status include measures
of family responsibilities, human capital, and structuralcharacteristics.
In addition to sex, four racial/ethnic groups are considered: Black, Hispanic, Asian, and White. White is the reference group. Family responsibilities are measuredby maritalstatus and parentalstatus. Maritalstatus
is measuredby three dichotomous variables:married(marriedor living
with someone); previously married (separated, divorced, or widowed);
and never married(reference category). Parental status is measured by
whether the individualhas at least one child (yes or no).
Human capital is accumulatedvia educational attainment,on-the-job
training, experience, and mobility (Becker, 1962). The level of investment in formal education is measured by a three-level categorical variable: whetheran individualholds less than a doctoraldegree; whether an
individual holds a doctoral degree from a non-ResearchI university;and
whether an individual holds a doctoral degree from a Research I university (reference category). On-the-job training is measured by whether
the individual held a research assistantship and/or a teaching assistantship during graduateschool. Experience is measured by the number of
years since receiving the highest degree and the number of years in the
currentposition (correlation= 0.405). Whetherthe individual is in his or
her first or only job since having earnedthe highest degree (yes or no) is
the best available proxy for mobility.
Structuralattributesdescribe the type of institution and academic discipline in which a faculty member works. A categorical variablereflecting institutionalCarnegie classification measures institutionalresources
as well as occupational segregation by institutionaltype. The categories
are Research I (reference category), other Doctoral, Comprehensive I,
other four-year,other (e.g., specialized), and two-year. The existence of
collective bargainingagreements is measured by whether the faculty at
the institutionare unionized (yes or no). A measure of the tenure system,
another structuralattribute,is not necessary because only junior (i.e.,
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nontenured)faculty working at institutions with a tenure system are included in the analyses. With regardto academic field, 12 categories are
included to reflect substantive similarities as well as similarities in the
representationof women among junior faculty in the field. The categories are nursing and other health (76% women), English and foreign
languages (67%), education (66%), fine arts (49%), psychology, sociology, and other social sciences (48%), biology (38%), mathematics and
computer science (33%), business (31%), history, philosophy, law, economics, and political science (31%), first-professionalhealth (30%), engineering and physical science (15%), and other field (40% women).
The reference category is engineering and physical science.
Analyses

The dependentvariable, employment status, has four categories: employed full-time on a tenuretrack;employed part-timeon a tenuretrack;
employed full-time, not on a tenure track; and employed part-time,not
on a tenure track. Because of the categorical nature of the dependent
variable,a multinomiallogit model, a special case of the general log-linear model, is used to examine the relationshipbetween family responsibilities and employment status after controlling for human capital and
structuralcharacteristics. Part-time, tenure-trackfaculty are excluded
from the multinomial logit analyses for two reasons. First, because the
numberof cases with part-time,tenure-trackemployment status is small
(adjusted weighted sample size = 131, 2% of all junior faculty), including a separate category for part-time, tenure-trackemployment would
result in problems with zero cells and unstable estimates of coefficients
and standarderrors(Menard, 1995).
Second, combining part-time, tenure-track with one of the other
groups is inappropriatebecause the descriptive analyses show that parttime, tenure-trackfaculty are different from other faculty in several respects. Table 1 shows that part-time employment appears to be more
common at public two-year institutions regardless of tenure status, with
about 44% of part-time,tenure-trackand part-time,nontenure-trackfaculty employed at public two-year institutions. Part-time, tenure-track
faculty are relatively less common at Research I universities, with only
3% of part-time,tenure-trackfaculty but 12% of all junior faculty working at ResearchI universities. Part-time,tenuretrackfaculty have generally received their highest degrees more recently and have worked fewer
years in their currentpositions than otherjunior faculty. Though marital
status appears to be unrelated to employment status, a higher share of
part-time,tenure-trackfaculty than of all junior faculty have at least one
child (78% versus 62%).
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Therefore,only threeemploymentcategoriesareconsideredin the multinomiallogit model: (1) employedfull-time,on a tenuretrack;(2) employed
full-time,not on a tenuretrack;and (3) employedpart-time,not on a tenure
track.Two contrastsare possible with threeoutcome categories.Full-time,
nontenure-trackemployment and part-time,nontenure-trackemployment
are simultaneouslycontrastedto full-time,tenure-trackemployment.
Multinomial logit models estimate the log-odds of one outcome ocTABLE 1
Selected Characteristics of Women and Men Junior Faculty by Employment Status: Fall 1992
Full-time

Palrt-time

FLllI-time

Palrt-time

Total

Tenure
Track

Tenure
Track

Nonteniure
Track

Nontenure
Track

Weighted sample
Adjusted weighted n
Distribution

245,382
6,505
100.0%

4,928
131
35.7%

87,592
2,322
2.0%

35,442
940
14.4%

117,420
3,113
47.9%

INSTITUTIONAL TYPE

100%

100%

100%

Characteristic

Research I
Other doctoral
Comprehensive I
Other 4-year
Public 2-year

12.0%
14.7%
25.2%
12.3%
29.7%

100%
11.6%
19.4%
30.1%
15.3%
18.4%

100%

3.1%
13.2%
20.2%
10.1%
45.0%

17.1%
19.0%
28.4%
14.5%
12.1%

11.1%
10.0%
20.7%
9.4%
42.8%

UNIONIZEDINSTITUTION

44.8%

41.1%

51.1%

41.5%

48.3%

WOMEN

46.0%

43.0%

46.6%

52.3%

46.4%

72.9%
78.1%
66.6%

72.3%
80.0%
62.0%

75.6%
77.1%
73.8%

71.0%
74.2%
67.9%

73.8%
77.8%
69.1%

12.8%
9.3%
16.9%

12.3%
7.9%
18.1%

9.2%
2.9%
18.0%

12.1%
10.7%
13.6%

13.5%
10.4%
17.2%

62.1%
69.7%
53.1%

62.6%
71.0%
51.5%

77.7%
82.9%
70.5%

58.2%
62.6%
54.2%

62.2%
70.1%
53.1%

66.2%
61.0%
72.1%

40.3%
34.6%
47.8%

81.3%
76.5%
86.7%

71.4%
69.2%
73.4%

83.5%
79.4%
88.0%

MARRIED

Total
Men
Women
PREVIOUSLY MARRIED

Total
Men
Women
AT LEAST 1 CHILD

Total
Men
Women
LESS THAN DOCTORAL DEGREE

Total
Men
Women

No. YEARS
Total
Men
Women

12.1
13.0
11.1

No. YEARS
Total
Men
Women

SINCE HIGHEST DEGREE

13.0
13.8
12.1

8.7
8.9
8.3

11.8
13.6
10.1

14.9
16.1
13.4

7.7
8.8
6.3

4.2
4.4
4.0

6.0
6.3
5.7

6.2
7.1
5.2

IN CURRENT POSITION

5.5
6.0
4.9

SOURCE:
Analyses of 1993 National Study of PostsecondaryFaculty (NSOPF:93).
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curringrelative to the baseline category (i.e., full-time, tenure track employment). If the baseline category is J, the model for the ith category
(e.g., full-time, nontenure-trackemployment) is:
Log(Pi/Pj)= Bio + Bj1X1+ Bi2X2

+

... + BipXp

The logistic coefficients that result from this equation may be interpreted as the change in log odds associated with a one-unit change in the
independentvariable.The interpretationof the multinomial logit coefficients is facilitated by the use of odds-ratios, as describedby the following equation:
Bio + B1X1+
Pi/Pi-e

+ BipXp Bio Bi1X1... BipXp
=e eO
e

The odds-ratiorepresentsthe change in the odds of choosing a particular employment statusrelative to the reference employment status (fulltime tenure-track)that is associated with a one-unit change in a particular independent variable. An odds-ratio greater than one represents an
increase in the likelihood of part-timeor full-time, nontenure-trackemployment relative to full-time, tenure-track employment, whereas an
odds-ratio less than one represents a decrease in the likelihood of parttime or full-time, nontenure-trackemployment.
The two continuous variables, number of years since receiving the
highest degree and number of years in the currentposition, are entered
into the model as covariates.The test of whethera coefficient is different
from zero is based on the Wald statistic, which is calculated as the coefficient divided by its standard error, squared. Goodness-of-fit is reflected by the change in -2 log likelihood. A pseudo-R2is reported to
provide an indication of the strengthof the relationshipbetween the outcome variableand the independentvariables.
Limitations

One of the limitations of this study is that the analyses exclude individuals who have chosen not to hold a faculty position. In other words,
only individuals who have chosen to try to balance work and family (as
evidenced by their presence in the sample) are included in the analyses.
Descriptive analyses suggest that comparableproportionsof women and
men junior faculty are in their prime childbearing years (under age 40)
(about 36%). This suggests that women are no more likely than men to
"opt out" of faculty careersbecause they want marriageand parentingto
be a part of their lives. Nonetheless, because of the lack of information
about qualified individuals who decide not to pursue faculty careers, the
findings from this researchmay underestimatethe relationshipbetween
family responsibilities and employment status.
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A second limitation of this study pertainsto the adequacyof the available variables in the database. Although the NSOPF:93 has many
strengths,the databaseincludes few direct measures of family responsibilities. Examples of important, but unavailable, variables include the
ages of dependent children, timing of childbearing, childcare arrangements, employment status and occupation (e.g., academic or nonacademic) of the spouse, income of the spouse, amount of time spent out of
the labor force because of family responsibilities, time devoted to household chores, and time devoted to child care. The NSOPF:93 also lacks
measures of parentcare-giving, a potentially importantinfluence on employment status given that a 1997 survey found that 25% of the wage
and salaried labor force nationwide had elder care responsibilities during the prior year, that employees with elder care responsibilities provided an average of 11 hours per week in assistance, and that 37% of
employees with elder care responsibilities took time off from work to
provide that assistance (Bond, Galinsky, & Swanberg, 1997). In addition, althoughholding the first or only job since earning the highest degree may be an inadequateproxy for mobility, the NSOPF:93 lacks appropriatealternativemeasures.
A thirdlimitationpertainsto the difficulty of determiningthe direction
of causalitybetween family responsibilitiesand employmentstatususing
this cross-sectional database.Therefore, this study focuses on exploring
the relationshipbetween family responsibilities and employment status
amongjunior faculty,ratherthanon drawingconclusions aboutcausality.
To more fully explore the intercorrelationsamong the variables in the
model, the analytic strategyinvolves entering conceptually related variables together.Sex and race are enteredinto the model first. Then family
responsibilities are added to determine whether family responsibilities
are relatedto employment status apartfrom the influence of humancapital and structuralcharacteristics.Measures of human capital are then entered into the model, followed by measuresof structuralcharacteristics.
Findings
Observed Relationships Between Family Responsibilities
and Employment Status

The descriptiveanalyses suggest that women junior faculty hold a relatively higher proportion of full-time, nontenure-trackpositions and a
relatively smaller proportionof full-time, tenure-trackpositions. Table 1
shows that women represent 52% of full-time, nontenure-trackfaculty,
47% of part-time, tenure-track faculty, 46% of part-time, nontenuretrack faculty, and 43% of full-time, tenure-trackfaculty.
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Regardless of employment status, a smallerproportionof women than
men are married(67% versus 78% overall), but a higher proportionof
women than men were previously married (17% versus 9% overall).
Only 53% of women junior faculty have at least one child, compared
with 70% of men junior faculty. A higher percentage of part-time,
tenure-trackfaculty than of junior faculty overall are observed to have at
least one child among both women (71% versus 53%) and men (83%
versus 70%) junior faculty.
Relationship Betveen FarmilyResponsibilities and Employment Status Controllingfor Other Variables
Table 2 shows the odds-ratios for full-time, nontenure-trackemployment and part-time, nontenure-trackemployment relative to full-time,
tenure-trackemployment among junior faculty. Columns 1 and 2 represent the "baseline"model that includes only measures of sex and race.
Columns 3 and 4 show the relationshipbetween family responsibilities
and employment status controlling for differences in sex and race.
Columns 5 and 6 show the odds-ratios when human capital characteristics are added to the model, and columns 7 and 8 show the odds-ratios
when structuralcharacteristicsare also takeninto account.The likelihood
ratio test indicating the probabilitythat all of the variables in the model
arejointly equal to zero is rejectedat the 0.1% level for all specifications.
The multinomial logistic regression analyses reveal that, controlling
only for race, women are more likely to hold both full-time and part-time,
nontenure-trackpositions than full-time, tenure-trackpositions (columns
1 & 2). Adding controlsfor family responsibilitiesdoes not change the relationshipbetween sex and employment status (columns 3 & 4). Adding
measuresof humancapitalto the model eliminates the statisticallysignificant relationshipbetween sex and the likelihood of holding a part-time,
nontenure-trackposition rather than a full-time, tenure-trackposition
(column 6). Even after controllingfor differences in race, family responsibilities, humancapital, and structuralcharacteristics,however,the odds
of holding a full-time, nontenure-trackposition ratherthan a full-time,
tenure-trackposition are higher for women than for men. These findings
suggest that differences in race, family responsibilities, human capital,
and structuralcharacteristicsdo not fully accountfor the observedhigher
representationof women in full-time, nontenure-trackpositions.
Marriedfaculty and previously married faculty are more likely than
never marriedfaculty to hold part-time, nontenure-trackpositions than
full-time, tenure-trackpositions after controlling only for sex and race
(column 4). Controlling also for human capital investment, however,
eliminates these relationships (column 6). Contrary to expectations
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based on human capital theory,junior faculty with at least one child are
marginally (p < 0.05) less likely to hold both full-time and part-time,
nontenure-trackpositions than full-time, tenure-track positions even
after controlling for differences in other variables.
The analyses also reveal that educational attainmentis an important
predictorof employment status. The odds of holding either a full-time or
part-time, nontenure-trackposition ratherthan a full-time, tenure-track
position are substantiallyhigher for faculty who have not earned a doctorate even after taking other differences into account. Holding a research assistantshipduring graduateschool reduces the odds of holding
either a full-time or part-time, nontenure-trackposition, net of other
variables, while holding a teaching assistantship reduces the odds of
holding a part-time,nontenure-trackposition. Junior faculty at non-Research I four-yearcolleges and universities appearto be less likely than
junior faculty at Research I universities to hold full-time or part-time,
nontenure-trackpositions. The odds of holding a part-time, nontenuretrack position appear to be higher for faculty working in fields with
among the highest proportions of women, English and foreign languages, education, fine arts, and psychology, sociology, and other social
sciences. In contrast,faculty in the category with the highest proportion
of women, nursing and non-first professional health, appear to be less
likely to hold part-time, nontenure-trackpositions. These findings suggest that the concentrationof women in particularacademic fields may
be related to the segregation of women by employment status.
To more fully explore sex differences in the relationshipbetween family responsibilities and employment status, the analyses are repeated for
women and men separately.The results, summarizedin Table 3, show
that, consistent with human capital theory, the odds of holding a parttime, nontenure-trackposition appear to be higher for married women
than for other women even after controlling for race, human capital investment, and structuralcharacteristics.Marital status appearsto be unrelated to employment status among men junior faculty.Whereas having
at least one child is unrelated to employment status for women junior
faculty after controlling for other variables, men who have at least one
child appear to be less likely than their childless male countelparts to
hold a full-time, nontenure-trackposition.
Satisfaction with Nontenure-Track Employment Among
Junior Faculty
Anecdotal evidence suggests that some fraction of nontenure-track
faculty are content with their employment status because they prefer to
spend their time on other well-paying jobs, hobbies, or raising children
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TABLE 3
Odds-Ratiosfor Employment Status of Women and Men JuniorFaculty: Fall 1992
Full-time, NontenureTrack
Women
Men

IndependentVariable
Black
Hispanic
Asian

0.81
0.48
1.17

1.01
0.79
0.95

Married
Previously married
At least one child

1.09
0.85
0.99

0.95
1.11
0.62**

Less than doctorate

4.12***

PhD from non-ResearchI
Research assistantship
Teaching assistantship
Number of years since highest degree

1.42
0.64R*
1.10
1.00

Number of years in current position

Only job since highest degree
Unionized institution
Otherdoctoral
ComprehensiveI
Other4-year
Two-year
Specialized institution
Nursing & other health
English & foreign languages
Education
Fine arts
Psychology, sociology, other
Otherfield
Biology
Mathematics& computer science
Business
Econ., pol. sci., history, law, philosophy
First-professionalhealth

Part-time,NonitenureTrack
Womeni
Men
0.45**
0.84
1.19
1.414

0.78
0.45 1
1.00

R

1.10
0.90

0.78
0.84
0.82

4.44*

8.34*'**

5.29**B

0.91
0.84
1.05
1.04

2.09 *
0.65 R
0.63 ***
1.04**

1.29
0.82
0.68***

1.08*

1.04

1.05H**

0.84
0.97
0.55k*
0.43* "
0.31***
0.14***
0.50"
1.30
2.04
1.26
1.02
1.57
1.03
1.13
1.91
1.52
1.55
1.56

1.42 R
1.31
0.89
0.98
1.08
0.45 4
0.92
0.93
1.79 R
1.52

0.31 *
0.88
0. 45i
0.6 1
0.40R* 0.58X
0.85
0.94
0.68
3.07,1*

0.488

2.39-1
3.60
1.18
1.69
1.24
1.29
1.84
0.89

1.34
1.14
0.80
1.76 R
0.83
0.93
2.00

Number of cases in the analyses

2,902

3,368

R2, df (change -2 log likelihood)
Pseudo R2 (Cox & Snell)
Percent classified correctly

1,081, 60*"t
0.311
66%

1,407, 60***
0.341
68%

2.298

1.061-XX
1.06***

0. 21 ***
1.29*{
0.53"ii

0.73 R
1.33
0.61,1
1.03
1.62*
1.21
1.15
2.29**
1.30
1.00
1.49
1.21
1.28
1.12

SOURCE:Analyses of 1993 National Study of PostsecondaryFaculty (NSOPF:93).
NOTES:Employment status is relative to full-time, tenure-trackemployment. Institutionaltype is relative to Re-

search I university.Academic field is relative to engineering and physical science.
d * ,p < 0.001.
"-p < 0.01.
-p < 0.05.

(Flynn, Flynn, Grimm & Lockhart, 1986; Wilson, 1998). Exploring the
extent to which junior faculty are satisfied holding part-time and nontenure-track positions is limited by the variables available in the
NSOPF:93 database. For example, part-time faculty, but not full-time,
nontenure-track faculty, were asked their reasons for their current
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employment status. Descriptive analyses of the available data reveal that
women and men are equally likely to report holding part-time, nontenure-track positions because they prefer to work part-time (about
56%). Table 4 shows that women are more likely than men to report
holding a part-time, nontenure-trackposition because a full-time position is unavailable (49% versus 38%) but less likely to reportholding a
part-time, nontenure-track position because they are supplementing
their incomes (48% versus 61%). These data suggest that, despite a generally stated preference for working part-time, women may actually be
less likely than men to hold part-time,nontenure-trackpositions because
they have voluntarilychosen such status.
Another approachto understandingthe extent to which junior faculty
are satisfied holding nontenure-trackpositions is to examine the relative
importance of various characteristicsin a decision to leave the current
job. The descriptive data presented in Table 5 suggest that, among both
women and men, the prospect of a tenuredposition is somewhat less important for faculty holding nontenure-trackpositions than for faculty
holding full-time, tenure-trackpositions (about 47% versus 64%). Opportunityfor advancementand job security are very importantfor most
faculty, although both appear to be somewhat less important for parttime, nontenure-trackfaculty than for full-time, tenure-track faculty.
Despite these differences, the data suggest that a substantialportion of
women and men nontenure-trackfaculty are interestedin a tenuredposition, opportunityfor advancement,and job security. The importance of
some characteristicsthat are likely associated with family responsibilities, such as geographic location and schools for children, does not appear to vary by employment status. Among both women and men, the

TABLE 4
Reasons Part-time,Nontenure-TrackFaculty Are WorkingPart-time:Fall 1992
Characteristic

Total

Total
Preferredpart-time
Full-time unavailable
Supplementingincome
To be in academic environment
Finishing graduatedegree
Otherreason

100%
56%
43%
55%
71%
9%
20%

Women

100%
55%
49%
48%
71%
11%
20%

Men

100%
57%
38%
61%
71%
7%
20%

Statistical
Difference

n.s.
'
n.s.
'* '
n.s.

Analyses of 1993 National Study of PostsecondaryFaculty (NSOPF:93).
n.s. indicates not statistically significant.
*X** <0.001.
**p <0.01.
*p <0.05.
SOURCE:

NOTE:
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availability of a job for the spouse appearsto be somewhat less important for part-time,nontenure-trackfaculty than for full-time faculty. Regardless of employment status, however, spousal employment appearsto
be a more importantconcern for women than for men. Nonetheless, both
women and men junior faculty appearto be satisfied with their choice of
profession regardlessof employment status. Table 6 shows that, on average, both women and men junior faculty generally agree that they would
choose an academic career again.
Conclusions and Implications
Although Bowen and Schuster (1986) predictedthat differences in the
status of, and rewards received by, women and men faculty would diminish as the numberof women entering academic careers continued to
increase, the findings from this study show that sex differences continue
to exist in employment status. Even after controlling for differences in
race, family responsibilities, human capital, and structuralcharacteristics, women are more likely than men to hold full-time, nontenurepositions, positions of lower status in the academic labor markethierarchy.

TABLE 5
Percent of JuniorFaculty ReportingVariousCharacteristicsto be Very Importantin the Decision to
Leave CurrentJob: Fall 1992
Characteristic

Sex

Total

Full-time,
TenureTrack

Tenuredposition

Total
Women
Men
Total
Women
Men
Total
Women
Men
Total
Women
Men
Total
Women
Men
Total
Women
Men

51%
52%
50%
61%
63%
59%
68%
72%
64%
59%
61%
58%
54%
53%
55%
44%
49%
39%

64%
65%
64%
66%
69%
64%
74%
76%
72%
61%
63%
60%
58%
53%
62%
51%
56%
48%

Opportunityadvancement

Job security

Geographic location

Schools for children

Job for spouse

SOURCE:

Full-tiimie,
NontenureTrack

47%
48%
46%
62%
65%
59%
72%
77%
66%
58%
60%
56%
53%
54%
52%
48%
57%
39%

Part-time,
NontenureTrack

42%
44%
40%
57%
59%
55%
63%
69%
57%
58%
61%
55%
52%
52%
51%
37%
42%
33%

Analyses of 1993 National Study of PostsecondaryFaculty (NSOPF:93).
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TABLE 6
Level of Agreement that a Junior Faculty Member Would Choose an Academic Career Again: Fall
1992

Sex

Total

Women
Men

3.43
3.45

Full-time,
TenureTrack
3.45
3.46

Full-time,
NontenureTrack
3.40
3.42

Part-time,
NontenureTrack
3.40
3.45

SOURCE:Analyses of 1993 National Study of PostsecondaryFaculty (NSOPF:93).
NOTE: Scale is from 1 to 4, with 1 indicating strongly disagree and 4 indicating strongly agree.

Though both human capital and structuralapproacheswere shown to
be useful for understandingthe distributionof faculty by employment
status, the results of this research suggest that human capital and structural approachesto the academic labor market do not fully account for
the concentrationof women in full-time, nontenure-trackpositions. One
possible explanationfor this finding is that the model omitted, or inadequately measured, important aspects of human capital and structural
characteristics,as describedin the limitations section. A second possible
explanationis that women preferto hold full-time, nontenure-trackpositions for reasons that are not adequatelycapturedby the available proxies for family responsibilities. The finding that about 55% of women
with part-time, nontenure-trackappointmentsprefer to work part-time
may be consistent with this explanation. Alternatively, women may be
more likely to hold these lower status positions because they are perceived by colleges and universities to be less productive and/or incapable of succeeding in full-time, tenure-trackpositions. The descriptive
data showing that a higher share of women than men are working parttime because a full-time position is unavailablemay supportthe appropriateness of this explanation.
The findings from this study also suggest that the employment of
women in nontenure-trackpositions is attributablein part to their marital and parentalstatus. Although a smaller share of women than men junior faculty are married(67% versus 78%), being marriedincreases the
odds of holding a part-time,nontenure-trackposition for women but not
for men. While a smaller share of women thanmen junior faculty have at
least one child (53% versus 70%), having at least one child reduces the
odds of holding a full-time, nontenure-trackposition for men but is unrelated to employment status for women. As Toutkoushian(1998) noted,
these sex differences in employment status for women and men faculty
may be attributableto either differences in the supply of women and
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men faculty who are marriedor parents or to differences in the demand
for faculty who are marriedor parents.Regardless, while some research
(e.g., Bellas, 1992; Toutkoushian, 1998) has shown that married men
faculty benefit from having wives in terms of their productivity and
salaries, this study suggests that married men faculty and men faculty
with children are also benefiting from their maritaland parentalstatus in
terms of their employment status.
Because the NSOPF:93 lacks variables describing the nature of the
spouse's employment, future research should examine the extent to
which marriedwomen are more likely to hold part-time,nontenure-track
positions because they are marriedto other academics. Using a national
survey of college and universityfaculty in 1989, Astin and Milem (1997)
showed that a higher share of marriedwomen faculty than marriedmen
faculty are married to other academics (40% versus 35%). Whereas
some researchsuggests that women with academic spouses may be benefitting in terms of theirproductivity,rank,and salaries possibly because
of greateraccess to collegial networks (Astin & Milem, 1997), this study
suggests that married women-a substantial proportion of whom are
likely to have academic spouses-may be disadvantagedwith regardto
their employment status because of a lack of mobility.
On the surface, the descriptive analyses suggest that a substantialportion of women and men junior faculty are relatively satisfied holding
lower status (i.e., nontenure-track)positions. Regardless of employment
status, both women and men generally agreed that they would choose an
academic career again. Nonetheless, future research should also further
explore the satisfaction of women and men nontenure-trackfaculty, particularly given the conclusion of Tack and Patitu (1992) that many married women faculty may be "diluting their professional ambitions and
assuming part-timefaculty positions" because the demands of work and
family are too overwhelming (p. 53).
To some extent, the participationof women in the labor force may always be limited by family responsibilities (Hough, 1987). Even though
the share of men who are assuming care-giving responsibilities is growing (Bond et al., 1997), the effects of marital and parentalresponsibilities on faculty careers are likely to continue to be greater for women
than men (Gappa& Leslie, 1993). Dual careerrelationshipstypically require one or both partnersto make sacrifices regardingcareeropportunities, particularlyin terms of where to live (Gappa& Leslie, 1993). Marriage is likely to impose a greater hardship on the career development
and advancement of women than men because a higher percentage of
employed women than of employed men are in dual career marriages
(89% versus 69%) (Bond et al., 1997). Moreover, even in the 1990s,
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many families may focus on maximizing the husband's ratherthan the
wife's employment status (Marwell et al., 1979). McElrath(1992) found
that, among criminology faculty, women were three times as likely to interrupttheir careers because of reasons related to their husband's employment than for maternity.After controlling for education, experience,
publications, and parentalstatus, a career disruptionand the number of
job changes were associated with a lower probability of tenure for
women and, among tenuredwomen, a longer time to tenure. In contrast,
careerdisruptionsandjob changes were unrelatedto either the probability of being tenuredor the numberof years to tenureamong men (McElrath, 1992). The findings from this study furthersuggest that the effects
of family responsibilities are less advantageousfor women than for men.
Some critics of human capital theory have arguedthat "manyworkers
who could contributeto the economic advance of the nation have been
confined to low-statusjobs where they are not allowed to be productive"
(DeYoung, 1989, p. 161). Because of the challenges Youn (1992) identifies with moving across segments of the academic labor market,faculty
who hold nontenure-trackappointmentsbut who aspire to tenure-track
or tenuredappointmentsare unlikely to achieve their goal. A numberof
researchers(e.g., Bowen & Schuster, 1986; Chronister,Baldwin & Bailey, 1996; Franklin,Laurence,& Denham, 1988; Gappa& Leslie, 1993;
Kasper, Bronner, Gray, Kreiser, & Rosenthal, 1986; Lomperis, 1990;
Rajagopal & Farr, 1992;) have concluded that part-time and nontenuretrack faculty generally receive less encouragement and support for research activities, as evidenced by their less desirable teaching assignments and heavier teaching loads, lack of collegial support, and lack of
access to resources for researchincluding release time, funding, and facilities.
From an institutional perspective, the use of nontenure-trackfaculty
may appearto have some financial and programmaticadvantages.Nontenure-trackappointments may provide colleges and universities with
greaterflexibility to respond to enrollment changes and shifts in enrollment across academic disciplines and may enable them to offer specialized courses without the commitment of resources that a tenure-track
appointmententails. Nonetheless, Kasper et al. (1986), Franklin et al.
(1988), and others have argued that the increasing use of part-time-and
nontenure-trackfaculty underminesacademic standardsand diminishes
the quality of undergraduateeducation. Gappa and Leslie (1993) concluded, based on their examination of the use of part-timefaculty at 18
colleges and universities, that using part-timefaculty does not necessarily improve efficiency or cost effectiveness. As an example, the use of
part-timeand nontenure-trackfaculty typically requiresthat tenuredand
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tenure track full-time faculty assume the burden of student advising,
committee work, and other activities in which nontenure-trackfaculty
do not fully participate.
Although some (e.g., Franklin et al., 1988) have recommended that
some nontenure-trackpositions be converted to tenure-trackassistant
professor appointments,nontenure-trackfaculty are likely to continue to
comprise a substantial proportion of our nation's faculty (Gappa &
Leslie, 1993). The findings from this research suggest that individual
colleges and universities should reexamine their policies and procedures
regarding recruitment and tenure. With regard to recruitment, institutions should ensure that the tendency of women to hold full-time, nontenure-trackpositions ratherthan full-time, tenure-trackpositions is attributable to a genuine preference for such positions. Colleges and
universities should also examine their policies and proceduresregarding
tenure to ensure that women are not pressured to choose between a
tenure-trackposition and motherhood.This study showed that only 2%
of junior faculty nationwide hold part-time, tenure-trackpositions. Of
191 colleges and universities in one survey,only 11%had a policy offering tenure to part-timefaculty (Raabe, 1997). By creating flexibility in
the tenure process (e.g., by allowing part-timefaculty to pursue tenure),
and by ensuring that all administratorsand faculty understandthe need
for such policies (Finkel et al., 1994), colleges and universities will help
to establish a more "family friendly"environment.
As others (e.g., Marshall & Jones, 1990; Sorcinelli & Near, 1989)
have suggested, all faculty would benefit from institutional efforts that
support faculty in managing work and family roles. The Families and
WorkInstituteconcluded from its 1997 survey of employees in a variety
of occupations nationwide that a supportive workplace environmentis
critical to the effectiveness, satisfaction, commitment, and retention of
workersregardlessof industry (Bond et al., 1997). A study of faculty at
one universitysuggests thatjob and life satisfaction are more highly correlated among college and university faculty than among the general
population (Sorcinelli & Near, 1989). Both married men and women
with children are concerned about dual careers, commuter marriages,
and childrearing(Sorcinelli & Near, 1989). Therefore, all faculty would
likely benefit from such initiatives as workshopson time and stress management and sex role socialization, supportive counseling (especially
during family and career changes), higher quality and more available
childcare, and employment assistance for spouses and partners,as well
as more flexible leaves and sabbaticals. Nonetheless, a 1991 survey of
191 colleges and universities showed that, while most institutions had a
policy regardingunpaid or paid leave for mothers at childbirth,less than
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one-half had policies covering job assistance for the spouse, accommodative scheduling, unpaid leave for fathers at childbirth, or on-campus childcare centers (Raabe, 1997). Moreover,even when such policies
as accommodative scheduling and job sharing are in place, they are reported to be only rarely used (Raabe, 1997). By adopting and encouraging the use of policies, practices, and initiatives thatrecognize that many
faculty are also spouses and parents,colleges and universitieswill create
an environmentthat fosters the success of both women and men faculty.
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